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12 Decor Pros on Enviable
Ways to Summerize Your
Home
A dozen design experts reminisce about the seasonal décor 
changeover at their folks’ houses—and share their current tricks
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THOUGH MANY interior-design professionals carry on summer décor
traditions their progenitors established, many face space constraints: nowhere
to store winter rugs, no sunrooms to fill with wicker. So like New York
designer Mikel Welch, whose grandfather proudly gardened a little plot behind
his Detroit garage, they adapt. “I secured Mason jars filled with seeds to a
couple of reclaimed wood boards,” said Mr. Welch, “then attached those to the
wall. They will soon blossom with herbs of my own, just like Grandpa.” Here,
11 other decorating pros’ fond memories and current summerizing strategies.

Then
“The sure sign of summer was my father’s garden,” said Dallas interior
designer Cathy Kincaid. ”There wasn’t anything we did not grow. He would
rush out—still in his shirt and tie—and choose what we would have for dinner.
Talk about farm to table.”

Now
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Summer for Ms. Kincaid’s family revolves around the pool: baskets with fresh
striped-cotton sarongs, and bright plastic drink ware. “There are so many new
plastic glasses that look like crystal but in neon colors,” she said. “And of
course the pool floats that look like swans or doughnuts complete with
sprinkles, supposedly for the granddaughters, but the grown-ups end up
floating the afternoon away too.”
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Then
“When I was growing up in Panama, a man from Georgia told my father that it
was a tradition to paint your front door red if your house was completely paid
off,” said Miami-based landscape designer Fernando Wong. “My father
immediately painted our door red and repainted it every year right before
summer started—though the house still isn’t paid off.”

Now
“I paint my doors every year,” said Mr. Wong. “Since I am not a big red fan I
choose a new color each time. This year it is Gingham Blue 27-29 by Pratt &
Lambert .

Then
“My grand- and great-grandparents lived in rural Indiana,” an area with four
full-on seasons, said designer Amanda Lantz. “At the first sign of spring, red-
brocade lampshades with matching satin pillows in the living room were
replaced with white parchment lampshades as well as chintz and natural-
cotton toss pillows.” Her grandmother also swapped in pink floral dishes for
darker, formal ones.

Now
“I still use more-casual, bright colored dishes in the summer, but melamine
makes it easy for me, and for busy families,” said Ms. Lantz, now based in
Carmel, Ind. It provides a fun solution for outdoor eating and cooking, she
said. “Juliska has darling collections.”
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Then
“When I was younger we spruced up the flower beds and repotted bulbs that
had been dug up and stored for the winter,” said Philadelphia interior
designer Gregory Augustine.

Now
“Being a city dweller, I’m rearranging my terrariums,” said Mr. Alexander,
who trims plants or moves them to pots and swaps out those that don’t flower
for colorful options. “I can still spend hours in a greenhouse each spring, but
I’m shopping for unique mosses and air plants.”

Then
“When I was a girl growing up in Southern Florida, my mother always had a 
set of slip covers on hand to freshen things up come spring,” said Amanda 
Lindroth.

Now
“I follow the tradition of putting thin white cotton slip covers on the 
furniture,” said the Nassau, Bahamas-based designer. “I have them made right 
from the start, when the chair or sofa is being upholstered in its real ‘clothes.’ 
My twist is that I like them utterly unadorned with no piping or zippers; they 
tie on in a simple and summery way.”

Then

“Recounting summer memories at my grandmother’s house brings back 
visions of lemon and orange trees lining her sunroom,” said Raleigh, N.C., 
interior designer M.A. Allen.

Now
“I find myself drawn to smaller citrus-tree varieties,” she said. “A collection of 
dwarf Meyer lemon trees makes a beautiful potted and low-maintenance 
centerpiece that screams summer.”



Then
“When it finally came time for summer, I would run outside to see my mother
changing the flowers in the house to smell fresh and floral,” recalled New

York designer Nicole Fuller. “Lilac was our favorite. She would also ask me to
help her tie back the heavier drapes to reveal the sheers.”

Now
“Every summer my husband and I venture into the Chelsea flower district and
make a day of finding my mother’s lilacs, which I then display in vases that
were hers.”

Then
“The close of the winter season was hailed with bringing decorative birch logs 
from the basement as a placeholder during summer,” said New York 
designer Phillip Thomas.

Now
“While I love those, I am even more in love with selenite logs for the 
fireplace,” he said. “The white, translucent material gives the feeling of glow 
and sparkle to an area that can often feel dowdy during the summer.”

Then
“My grandmother always had several pots overflowing with seasonal flowers.
They flanked the front door and greeted us every time we visited,”
recalled Erin Pitts, an interior designer in Gibson Island, Md.

Now
“I change the heavy cashmere throw to a lighter striped one and the accent
pillows from a velvet to a linen,” said Ms. Pitts of her sofa. For the table,
colored acrylic glasses join new-colored place mats, and she places outdoor
lanterns “everywhere. I also order tablecloths online in a batik or fun pattern
for a splash of color on the table and across the back of outdoor sofas.”
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Then
“In Greenwich, Conn., my mother transformed our wood-paneled library in
warm weather,” said New York designer Alexandra Pappas.“The antique
carpet was pulled up and sisal was rolled out. The velvet sofa and Fortuny
wing chairs were re-dressed in raw silk and linen slip covers, and her Flemish
tapestry pillows were replaced with colorful needlepoint pillows.”

Now
“I swap out my barware and antique china to lighten the mood. Instead of
amber and dark-green water goblets, I use pale pink and chartreuse stemmed
glasses. Navy, aubergine and gold-rimmed antique china goes to the top shelf,
and my white Johnson Brothers ironstone and turquoise and white Royal
Worcester takes center stage. French linen napkins replace darker-hued
staples, and raffia place mats and vintage 1950s table cloths complete the
look.”

Then
“Like in most Dutch households, my parents would do this super intense 
spring cleaning, completely emptying our home into our backyard,”
said Manon Zinzell, creative director of Kikkerland, a New York-based 
designer of home goods. “This included hosing the bigger plants and wiping 
the leaves with a solution of milk and water to make them extra shiny.”

Now
“I mainly change winter bed sheets to our lighter sets and repot the plants with 
fresh soil,” said Ms. Zinzell. “We also take a look at the art we may want to 
rotate, as we have more pieces than we can hang all at once.”




